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Sonarán Lithium Project- Mexico, Lithium Valley Project-

Delay, Suspend Lithium Projects taking place immediately.

For the majority of Native American Sovereign Tribal Leaders,are entitled to be notified of the
upcoming and current desecration to sacred land sites, Native Burial Sites, Murdered and
Missing Relatives

Second - geothermal brine is detrimental to Human mankind, animals, plantation,and Pacific
Ocean

Sonarán Lithium Project-Mexico, currently, megawatts are unknown to Native American
beings, on our tribal land and sovereignty, We will not be examples like Ukraine, to have our
land to be yet again stolen, for tycoons who are taking a hand w the devil to steal from us
again, continue genocidal massacre to our Native American Ppl, strip us of Sovereign
Rights,and soon to be no longer Tribal & have land that is rightly ours.

CPUC,CARB etc... Cannot guarantee any foreseeable disasters occuring in our future, we will
not accept you robbing our room gets,and wontonly be in deceit of the truth of geothermal
brine, lithium considered "greenhouse" when it is not, taking 30% on clay minerals and
extraction, that many tribes are unaware of...
We have begun the acts of communism, while my native American beings and land are
ignorant to this..
We have the right to stop and delay or suspend Lithium..
I had to significantly do my own personal research on this deadly matter.

We are not sold to Hathaway/Goldman Sachs/Elon Musk/Nancy Pelosi/Trump/Biden Gold
Rush Stock...

We will not be part of the Chinese Communism currently taking place!!! 

We will not take hand in water rights being stolen for the devil's advocate (s)! 

Thank you and respectfully 

Pascha-  
BFA, MMIWR-Human Trafficking, Fracking,MNI WICONI, Activist! 

928-615-7715

I suggest my fellow Native leadership, please do your research.... Prepare for EMP within
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your community, upcoming famine,drought, loss of crops...
When tycoons scoff at us. 


